The original version of this article contains imprecise information about cell lines used in the study. Three examined cell lines namely INT 407 (ECACC 85051004), Hep2 (ECACC 86030501), and HeLa (ECACC 93021013) are all HeLa derivatives. Therefore cell lines listed above should be described properly as: INT 407 (HeLa), Hep2 (HeLa) and HeLa.
Discussion section contains false conclusion drawn on the basis of that the three cell lines used in the study are ostensibly different (first paragraph, page 273). It is stated that loss of L. monocytogenes lmo0171 mutant virulence in three different cell lines implies general mechanism that would work in many tissues. Since it was tested only on HeLa derivatives it is not known if the mechanism of tested protein is restricted to HeLa or not. This study only showed the involvement of Lmo0171 in the listerial invasion. To assess the specificity and the more detailed role of this internalin-like protein future studies are needed. 
